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ABSTRACT Multiview nonnegative matrix has shown many promising applications in computer vision and
pattern recognition. However, most existing works focus on view consistency and ignore discrimination.
In this paper, we introduce a novel discriminative multiview nonnegative matrix (DMultiNMF) algorithm to
learn discriminative and consistent representations for facilitating classification. In this algorithm, we apply
discriminative patch alignment to enhance the local discrimination in each view and utilize the large
margin principle to improve global discrimination. At the same time, we use a shared representation to
propagate information among the multiple views to ensure consistency. Apart from that, we measure the
reconstruction errors utilizing the correntropy-induced metric to improve the robustness. The experiments
on face recognition, handwritten digit recognition, Xmedia, and Wikipedia multiview data sets demonstrate
the advantages of the proposed method compared with other algorithms like single view using concatenated
views and substantially better than other multiview nonnegative matrix factorization algorithms.

INDEX TERMS Multiview learning, nonnegative matrix factorization, patch alignment, consistent repre-
sentation, classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Formany real applications [1], [2], the objects are represented
by different features or the objects are captured under dif-
ferent views. As shown in Figure 1, a dog is represented by
different features, and a web page is depicted simultaneously
by text, image and video. These different features are referred
as multiple views and exhibit heterogeneous properties [3],
because the statistical distributions and even the dimensional-
ity are different to each other. Those heterogeneous properties
impose many challenges for the traditional methods, which
can only deal with different views separately. However, since
they describe the same object from various views, those mul-
tiple view data are complementary to each other. Traditional
methods cannot utilize those complementary information.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Huimin Lu.

Multiview learning is a new kind ofmachine learningmethod,
which can utilize the complementary information amongst
multiple views to improve the performance [4]. By explor-
ing complementary properties of different views, multiview
learning has obtained better performance than that of the
single view learning method [5].

Multiview learning mainly includes co-training, multiple
kernel and subspace based method. Among them, subspace
based method is an important one, which aims to learn a
common low-dimensional subspace based on the assumption
that all the inputs views are generated from the common
latent subspace [6], [7]. The representative subspace based
method includes canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [8],
which finds the basis vectors of common subspace by maxi-
mizing the correlation of the projection of different views in
the latent space. As an unsupervised method, the discovered
subspaces utilizing CCA have weak discriminative ability
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FIGURE 1. Examples of different kinds of multiview data. (a) different views of one object, (b) different kinds
of features for one object, (c) different modules of one object, (d) different information sources for one topic.

due to the neglect of supervised information. To learn a
discriminative common subspace, some supervised multi-
view learning methods have been proposed by incorporating
label information, such as discriminative canonical correla-
tion analysis (DCCA) [9], multiview fisher discriminant anal-
ysis (MFDA) [10], generalizedmultiview analysis (GMA) [4]
and multiview discriminant analysis (MvDA) [11]. Benefit-
ting from the supervised information, those discriminative
methods usually outperform unsupervised methods.

However, in real applications, multiple view data are usu-
ally nonnegative, such as LBP [12], SIFT [13] and HOG [14]
features. The existing approaches are not designed especially
for nonnegative data. It is indispensable to study nonnegative
multiview data representation learning method to deal with
this kind of nonnegative multiview data. As an effective
data representation method, nonnegative matrix factorization
(NMF) [15]–[17] has been widely used in nonnegative fea-
tures extraction [18], text analysis and face recognition [19].
However, standard NMF can only deal with single view data.
Some extension of NMF to multiview have been developed
in recent years. For example, Gao et al. [20] extended NMF
to multiview clustering (MultiNMF), which encourages the
data points from different views to be the common represen-
tation in latent low-dimensional space. Its results demonstrate
that exploiting complementary information can improve the
clustering performance [21]. Based on this ideas, many
improvements have been made in [22]–[24], which mainly
considers the local geometric structure in each view and even
across views by exploring the intrinsic manifold. Further-
more, Kalayeh et al. [25] proposed a weighted MultiNMF
considering the imbalance of dataset in real applications.
Recently, Wang et al. [26] developed a diverse nonnegative
matrix factorization (DiNMF), which considers the diver-
sity of multiple views. To enhance the diversity and reduce

redundancy among multiview representation, they designed a
novel diversity regularization term. Many other related works
can be referred to [27]–[32]. The main limitations of them
are unsupervised methods, which are not suitable for labeled
data.

In this paper, we propose a novel discriminative multi-
view nonnegative matrix factorization (DMultiNMF) to learn
discriminative and consistent representation for facilitating
classification. As shown in Figure 2, the proposed algorithm
includes training and testing. During the training stage, view-
conditional basis matrix W (i) for each view and the classi-
fier Ew are obtained. Specifically, we apply the local patch
alignment to enhance the local discrimination and utilize the
large margin to improve the global discrimination. At the
same time, a shared representation is adopted to propagate
information among the multiple views to ensure consistency.
Apart from that, we utilize correntropy-induced metric to
measure the reconstruction to improve the robustness. At test-
ing, the view-conditional basis matrix is used to get the com-
mon representation and the classifier is used to predict the
class label of test data. Because of the correntropy-induced
metric, the objective function is nonconvex. Based on the
half-quadratic optimization theory, we formulate it into many
local quadratic optimization sub-problems and solve them via
alternative update rules. The main contributions are summa-
rized as follows:
• global discrimination: the large margin principle is
adopted to improve the global discriminative ability of
the latent representation and classifiers.

• local discrimination: the discriminative locality align-
ment is utilized for each view to enhance the local
discrimination.

• correntropy-induced metric (CIM): CIM-based mea-
surement is adopted to measure the reconstruction
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FIGURE 2. Flowchart of the proposed method, which includes training and testing stages. During the training stage,
the view-conditional transformation matrix of each view W (i ) and classifiers Ew are obtained. At the test step,
the view-conditional transformation matrices W (i ) are used to transform the original features into latent low-dimensional
representation and the classifiers Ew are used to predict the labels of test samples.

errors, in which the weight for each entry can be learned
adaptively.

• Experimental results demonstrate the proposed method
obtained better performances than many existing
methods.

This work is extension of the short version, which is pub-
lished in the conference on security, pattern analysis, and
cybernetics [33]. Compared to the short version, the local-
ity discriminant alignment regularization term is designed,
the optimization algorithm and complexity analysis are given,
and more experimental results and details are presented.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. We introduce
relatedworks of basic NMF andmultiviewNMF in Section II.
Then, we give the proposed method in Section III. After
that, the details of optimization are shown in Sections IV.
Finally, we report the experimental results in Section V and
summarize this work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly introduce NMF and multi-view
NMF.

A. NMF
Supposed X ∈ Rm×n

+ is a nonnegative data matrix, where m
is the feature dimensionality and n is the data number, NMF
approximates X by the production of two matrices W and
H [16] with nonnegative constraints. The objective function
of NMF can be formulated as follows [34]:

min
W ,H
‖ X −WH ‖2F

s.t. W ≥ 0,H ≥ 0,

here W ∈ Rm×d
+ are the basis in the new space and H ∈

Rd×n
+ is the representation coefficient on basis W , d is the

desired dimensionality. NMF has shown good performance in
pattern recognition and computer vision [35], [36]. However,
the objective function of NMF is not convex in both variables
W and H . Fortunately, it is convex with respect to only
W or H . It is proved that the local minimum can be found
by the following multiplicative updates rules [37]:

Wik ← Wik
(XHT )ik
(WHHT )ik

,

Hkj ← Hkj
(W TX )kj
(W TWH )kj

.

B. MULTI-VIEW NMF
Given a multi-view non-negative data matrix consisting
of n samples with nv different views as D = {X v =[
Exv1, · · · , Ex

v
n
]
∈ Rmv×n

+ }
nv
v=1, multi-view NMF [20] factorizes

each view X v into X v ≈ W vH v with view consistency
constraint based on following objective function:

nv∑
v=1

‖ X v −W vH v
‖
2
F + λv‖ H

v
− H∗ ‖2F (1)

s.t. W v,H v,H∗ ≥ 0, ‖ W v
∗,r ‖1= 1,∀1 ≤ r ≤ d .

where H∗ = [Eh∗1, Eh
∗

2, · · · ,
Eh∗n] ∈ Rd×n

+ is the common latent
representation, d is the dimensionality of the common latent
space and mv is the dimensionality of the v-th view.
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III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present discriminative multi-view nonneg-
ative matrix factorization for classification, which includes
hinge loss, discriminative locality alignment for each view,
reconstruction errors measurement and view consistency
constraint.

A. LARGE MARGIN
Given the i-th sample from all the views and the associated
class label as Xi = {Ex1i , · · · , Ex

nv
i , yi}, we aim to learn the

corresponding latent common representation Eh∗i . Inspired by
the work in [38], we use a linear classifier Ew to predict the
label of the i-th sample and adopt the hinge loss function to
measure the prediction error as follow:

`
(
yi, EwT Eh∗i

)
= max

(
0, 1− yi EwT Eh∗i

)
.

To learn an effective classifier and discriminative latent rep-
resentation, we propose to minimize the classification errors
of all the training samples:

min
Ew

{
n∑
i=1

`
(
yi, EwT Eh∗i

)
+ γ ‖Ew‖22

}
which can be reformulated as below:

min
Ew

{
Tr
(
max

(
0, I − EyEwTH∗

))
+ γ ‖Ew‖22

}
, (2)

where Tr(.) denotes the matrix trace, I is an identity matrix,
Ey = (y1, y2, · · · , yn)T ,H∗ = [Eh∗1, Eh

∗

2, · · · ,
Eh∗n] ∈ Rd×n

+ ,
‖Ew‖22 is the regularization term to avoid overfitting and γ is
the regularization parameter.

B. DISCRIMINATIVE LOCALITY ALIGNMENT IN EACH VIEW
Patch alignment framework (PAF) [39] is a general dimen-
sionality reduction method, which consists of part optimiza-
tion and whole alignment.

FIGURE 3. The illustration of discriminative locality alignment. For the
given data point Exv

i marked with green circle, we select its neighbors
marked with yellow circle from the same class, and select its neighbors
marked with red triangle from different classes. After whole patch
alignment, the data from the same class are as close as possible, while
the data from different classes are as far as possible, as shown in the
right part of the figure.

To construct the part optimization, we apply discriminative
locality alignment to capture the local discriminative infor-
mation in this paper. As shown in Figure 3, given data Exvi

in the v-th view, we select its k1 nearest neighbors from the
same class as X vi (k1) =

[
Exv
i1
, · · · , Exv

ik1

]
, and select k2 nearest

neighbors from the other classes as X vi (k2) =
[
Exvi1 , · · · , Ex

v
ik2

]
.

Based on those neighbors, we build the local patch for
the sample Exvi as X vi =

[
Exvi , Ex

v
i1
, · · · , Exv

ik1
, Exvi1 , · · · , Ex

v
ik2

]
∈

R+mv×(k1+k2+1). For each patch, the corresponding represen-
tation in the low-dimensional space is denoted by H v

i =[
Ehvi , Eh

v
i1
, · · · , Ehv

ik1
, Ehvi1 , · · · ,

Ehvik2

]
∈ R+d×(k1+k2+1). To be

discriminative, we maximize the average distances between
samples from different classes and simultaneously minimize
the average distances between samples from the same class.
Thus, the part optimization can be defined as:

`vi = min
Ehvi

 k1∑
j=1

∥∥∥Ehvi − Ehvij∥∥∥22 −
k2∑
p=1

∥∥∥Ehvi − Ehvip∥∥∥22
 (3)

Define the coefficients vector Eεvi as below

Eεvi =

[
k1︷ ︸︸ ︷

1, · · · , 1,

k2︷ ︸︸ ︷
−1, · · · ,−1,

]T
,

we obtain

`vi = min
Ehvi

k1+k2∑
j=1

∥∥∥EhvFvi (1) − EhvFvi (j+1)∥∥∥22 (Eεvi )j


= min
H v
i

Tr
(
H v
i L

v
i
(
H v
i
)T)

, (4)

where Fvi = [i, i1, · · · , ik1 , i1, · · · , ik2 ] is the set of
indices for measurements on the patch, and Lvi =[∑k1+k2

j=1 (Eεvi )j −(Eε
v
i )
T

−Eεvi diag(Eεvi )

]
. For the n data in v-th view, we con-

struct n local patches X v1 ,X
v
2 , · · · ,X

v
n for them, and denote

the corresponding low-dimensional representations for these
local patches as H v

1 ,H
v
2 , · · · ,H

v
n , respectively. For whole

alignment [40], we assume all these H v
i s are selected from

the global coordinates H v
=

[
Ehv1, Eh

v
2, · · · ,

Ehvn
]
∈ R+d×n, and

H v
i = H vSvi , while S

v
i is defined below:(

Svi
)
pq =

{
1, if p = Fvi (q)
0, otherwise

By summing all the local patches, the global coordinate for
the v-th view can be obtained as below:

`v = min
H v

Tr
[
H vLv

(
H v)T ] (5)

where Lv =
∑n

i=1 S
v
i L

v
i

(
Svi
)T .

C. CORRENTROPY-INDUCED METRIC
The correntropy-inducedmetric (CIM) [41] has been success-
ful in many applications, such as face recognition [42], fea-
ture extraction [43] and nonnegative matrix factorization [44]
because of its robustness, as shown in Figure 4. In this paper,
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FIGURE 4. Comparisons of different errors measurement function. It is
clear that the L1-norm is linear to the errors, the L2-norm is quadratic to
the errors, while the correntropy-induced metric increases slower than
the others, especially for large errors.

we adopt CIM to measure reconstruction errors for each view
below:

minJ (X ,WH ) (6)

s.t. W ≥ 0,H ≥ 0,

where J (X ,WH ) =
∑

i,j
(
1− gσ

(
Xij − (WH )i,j

))
, and

gσ (x) = 1
√
2πσ

exp
(
−x2

2σ 2

)
is a gaussian function.

D. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Considering (2) (5) (6) and view consistency of different
views simultaneously, we obtain the objective function of
discriminative multiview NMF for classification as below:

min
{ nv∑
v=1

[
J (X v,W vH v)+ λ‖H v

− H∗‖2F + α`
v
]

+βTr
[
max

(
0, I − EyEwTH∗

)]
+ γ ‖Ew‖22

}
,

s.t. W v,H v,H∗ ≥ 0, ‖W v
∗,r‖1 = 1, r = 1, · · · , d . (7)

where λ, α, β, γ are the regularization parameters.

IV. OPTIMIZATION
The objective function (7) is difficult to optimize because the
presence of non-convex term in the objective function. Fortu-
nately, it can be solved by the half-quadratic technique [45],
which reformulates the non-convex term as an augmented
objective function in an enlarged parameter space. According
the property of convex conjugate function [46] and the half-
quadratic theory [45], [47], we obtain augmented objective
function as below:

min
{ nv∑
v=1

{∑[
Pvi,j

(
X vi,j − (W vH v)i,j

)2
+ ϕ(Pvi,j)

]
+λ‖H v

− H∗‖2F + αTr
[
H vLv

(
H v)T ]}

+βTr
(
max

(
0, I − EyEwTH∗

))
+ γ ‖Ew‖22

}
,

s.t. W v,H v,H∗,Pv ≥ 0, ‖W v
∗,r‖1 = 1, r = 1, · · · , d . (8)

where Pi,j = gσ (Xi,j − (WH )i,j) [43] is the associated auxil-
iary variable and ϕ(.) is the conjugate function of gσ (x). Sim-
ilar to [20], we formulate the equation constraints imposing
on the basis matrix W v into following diagonal matrix:

Qv = Diag

( mv∑
i=1

W v
i,1,

mv∑
i=1

W v
i,2, · · · ,

mv∑
i=1

W v
i,d

)
. (9)

Thus, problem (8) can be reformulated as:

min
{ nv∑
v=1

{∑[
Pvi,j

(
X vi,j − (W vH v)i,j

)2
+ ϕ(Pvi,j)

]
+λ‖QvH v

− H∗‖2F + αTr
[
H vLv

(
H v)T ]}

+βTr
(
max

(
0, I − EyEwTH∗

))
+ γ ‖Ew‖22

}
,

s.t. W v,H v,H∗,Pv ≥ 0. (10)

A. OPTIMIZE Pv FOR GIVEN W v , Hv , AND H∗

Given W v, H v, H∗ and Ew, problem (10) can be solved sepa-
rately with respect to Pvi,j for each view v, and the solution is
given as below:

Pvi,j = gσ (X vi,j − (W vH v)i,j), 1 ≤ v ≤ nv. (11)

B. OPTIMIZE W v AND Hv FOR GIVEN Pv AND H∗

When H∗ is fixed, for each given v, the computation of W v

and H v do not depend on W v̄ and H v̄ for any v̄ 6= v. Thus,
we use X ,W ,H and Q to represent X v,W v,H v and Qv for
the brevity. Therefore, we obtain the function with respect to
W v and H v as following:

min
W ,H

{∑[
Pi,j

(
Xi,j − (WH )i,j

)2]
+ λ‖QH−H∗‖2F

+αTr
[
HLHT

]}
. s.t. W ,H ≥ 0, (12)

1) OPTIMIZE W FOR GIVEN H, P AND H∗

Given H , the problem (12) can be solved as follows by
optimizing each row of W separately,

L(W ,2) =
m∑
i=1

(
Xi,∗ −Wi,∗H

)
Ai
(
Xi,∗ −Wi,∗H

)T
+λU + αTr

(
HLHT

)
+ Tr

(
2TW

)
, (13)

where Ai = diag(Pi,∗) ∈ Rn×n, 2 = [θi,k ] ∈ Rm×d is the
Lagrange multipliers for the non-negative constraintsW ≥ 0,
andU = Tr

(
QH (QH )T − 2QH (H∗)T

)
is the constraint term

in ‖QH − H∗‖2F . The partial derivatives of L(W ,2) with
respect to Wi,k is presented below:

∂L(W ,2)
∂Wi,k

= 2
(
Wi,∗HAiHT

− Xi,∗AiHT
)
k
+ λSi,k + θi,k .

(14)
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where Si,k is the derivative of U and is calculated as below:

Si,k =
∂U
∂Wi,k

(15)

=
∂
{
Tr(QH (QH )T )− 2QH (H∗)T

}
∂Wi,k

= 2

 m∑
l=1

Wl,k

 n∑
j=1

Hi,jHk,j

− n∑
j=1

Hi,jH∗k,j

 .
Setting (15) to zero and utilizing the KKT conditions
θi,kWi,k = 0, we can get following equation for Wi,k ,(

2
(
Wi,∗HAiHT

− Xi,∗AiHT
)
k
+ λSi,k

)
Wi,k = 0, (16)

This equation leads to the update rule below for Wi,k :

Wi,k ← (17)

Wi,k

[(
Xi,∗AiHT

)
k + λ

∑n
j=1 Hi,jH

∗
k,j

]
(
Wi,∗HAiHT

)
k + λ

∑m
l=1Wl,k

(∑n
j=1 Hi,jHk,j

) .
2) OPTIMIZE H FOR GIVEN W , P AND H∗

For the computation of H , we first normalize the column
vectors of W using Q as following:

W ← WQ−1,H ← QH , (18)

Thus, the problem (12) is equivalent to minimize following
objective function:

L(H , 9) =
n∑
j=1

{(
X∗,j −WH∗,j

)T Bj (X∗,j −WH∗,j)}
+ λ‖H − H∗‖2F + αTr

(
HLHT

)
+ Tr(9TH ),

(19)

where Bj = diag(P∗,j) ∈ Rm×m, 9 = [ψk,j] ∈ Rd×n is the
Lagrange multipliers for the non-negative constraints H ≥ 0.
The partial derivatives of L(H , 9) with respect to Hk,j is
presented below:

∂L(H , 9)
∂Hk,j

= −2
(
W TBjX∗,j

)
k
+ 2

(
W TBjWH∗,j

)
k

+ 2λ(H − H∗)k,j + 2α (HL)k,j + ψk,j. (20)

Setting (20) to zero and utilizing the KKT conditions
ψk,jHk,j = 0, we can get following equation for Hk,j,{
−2

(
W TBjX∗,j

)
k
+ 2

(
W TBjWH∗,j

)
k

+ 2λ(H − H∗)kj + 2α (HL)k,j

}
Hk,j = 0, (21)

where L = L+ − L−,L+i,j =
(∣∣Li,j∣∣+ Li,j) /2,L−i,j =(∣∣Li,j∣∣− Li,j) /2. Equation (21) leads to the update

rule for Hk,j:

Hk,j ← Hk,j

(
W TBjX∗,j + α

(
HL−

)
∗,j + λH

∗
∗,j

)
k(

W TBjWH∗,j + α
(
HL+

)
∗,j + λH∗,j

)
k

Hk,j ← Hk,j

(
W T (X � P)+ α

(
HL−

)
∗,j + λH

∗

)
k,j(

W T (WH � P)+ α
(
HL−

)
∗,j + λH

)
k,j

. (22)

C. OPTIMIZE Ew FOR GIVEN W v , Hv , H∗ AND Pv

For Tr
[
max(0, I − EyEwTH∗))

]
, we introduce an auxiliary

matrix Z to reformulate it into Tr
(
Z
(
I − EyEwTH∗

))
, where

Z = diag(z1, z2, · · · , zn), and

zi =
{
1, if 1− yi EwT h∗i > 0
0, otherwise.

(23)

Taking the derivative of the objective function with respect
to Ew, we obtain:

∂
[
βTr

(
Z
(
I − EyEwTH∗

))
+ γ ‖Ew‖22

]
∂ Ew

=−βH∗ZEy+ 2 ∗ γ Ew,

(24)

Setting above equation to zero, we get the closed solution
for Ew:

Ew = βH∗ZEy/(2 ∗ γ ). (25)

D. OPTIMIZE H∗ FOR GIVEN W v , Hv , Ew AND Pv

Taking the derivative of the objective function with respect to
H∗ and set it to zero, we obtain

∂O
∂H∗

=

nv∑
v=1

λ(−2QvH v
+ 2H∗)− β EwEyTZT = 0, (26)

where

O =
nv∑
v=1

λ‖QvH v
− H∗‖2F + βTr

(
Z
(
I − EyEwTH∗

))
.

Solving equation (26), we get the closed solution for H∗:

H∗ =

∑nv
v=1 λQ

vH v
+ β EwEyTZT /2

nvλ
. (27)

From equation (27), it is obvious that the H∗ is the
linear combination of different view’s representation and
the classification errors. The whole procedure is summa-
rized in algorithm 1. After the training, we utilize the view-
conditional transformation matrix W v to learn the common
representation for test samples. The test algorithm is shown
in algorithm 2.

E. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We adopt standard NMF as baseline to analyze the complex-
ity of the proposed method. As we known, the complexity
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Algorithm 1 Discriminative Multi-View NMF (DMulti-
NMF) for Classification (Training)

Input: Training data D = {X1, · · · ,Xnv} ∈ Rmv×n
+ , Ey =

(y1, · · · , yn)T , parameters λ, α, β, γ , k1, k2, d .
Output: {W 1, · · · ,W nv}, {H1, · · · ,Hnv}, H∗, and Ew.
1: Normalize each view X v such that ‖X v

∗,i‖1 = 1.
2: Initialize randomly Ew, W v, H v and H∗.
3: repeat
4: for v = 1 to nv do
5: repeat
6: σ 2

v =
1

2mvn

∑mv
i=1

∑n
j=1(X

v
i,j − (W vH v)i,j)

2;
7: Update Pv by Pvi,j = gσv (X

v
i,j − (W vH v)i,j);

8: Fixed H∗, H v, Pvand update W v by Eq.(17);
9: Fixed W v, H∗, Pv and update H v by Eq.(22);
10: until The stop condition is satisfied.
11: end for
12: Fixed H∗, and update Ew by Eq.(25);
13: Fixed Ew, H v, and update H∗ by Eq.(27);
14: until The stop condition is satisfied.

Algorithm 2 Discriminative Multi-View NMF (DMulti-
NMF) for Classification (Testing)

Input: Test data D = {X v =
[
Exv1, · · · , Ex

v
n
]
∈ Rmv×n

+ }
nv
v=1,

{W 1, · · · ,W nv}, Ew, and λ.
Output: class label = argmax

{
EwTH∗

}
1: Normalize each view X v such that ‖X v

∗,i‖1 = 1.
2: Initialize randomly H v and H∗.
3: repeat
4: for v = 1 to nv do
5: repeat
6: σ 2

v =
1

2mvn

∑mv
i=1

∑n
j=1(X

v
i,j − (W vH v)i,j)

2;
7: Update Pv by Pvi,j = gσv (X

v
i,j − (W vH v)i,j);

8: Update H v by Eq.(22) with α = 0;
9: until The stop condition is satisfied.
10: end for
11: Update H∗ by Eq.(27) with β = 0;
12: until The stop condition is satisfied.

of NMF’s multiplicative update rules in each iteration
is O(mdn), where m is the feature dimensionality, d is the
low-dimensional subspace dimensionality and n is the sample
number. In our method, for each view, the complexity of
each updating is O(mvdn), which is the same as the NMF.
Denote the iterations of inner loop as tin, then the complexity
is O(tinnvmnd), where nv is the view number. Assume the
iterations of outer loop is tout , then the overall time complex-
ity for the proposed method is O(tout tinnvmnd). Besides this
multiplicative updates, the algorithm also needs O(n2m) to
construct the local patch during the training stage. In all, the
overall running time of the proposed method in test stage is
linear with respect to the reduced dimensionality and view
number.

V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed method on four
multiview datasets and compare to following representative
methods:
• Single view. It runs each view separately using NMF.
We report the best, the worst and the average results
denoted by BSV, WSV and AVG respectively.

• Feature concatenation (FC). It runs NMF directly on
the concatenated features from all views.

• MultiNMF [20]. It requires all the representation of
different views to approximate a latent low-dimensional
representation.

• MultiCIM. It is the same as Multi-NMF except for the
use of CIM in the reconstruction errors measurement.

• MultiRNMF [23]. It takes the local geometric structure
of each view into consideration, and utilizes locally lin-
ear embedding to represent the local geometric structure.

• DMultiNMF-1. It considers view consistency andmaxi-
mize the margin, which doesn’t consider the patch align-
ment for each view.

• DMultiNMF-2. It is the extension of DMultiNMF-1 by
exploring the locality discriminative information in each
view.

A. DATASETS AND EVALUATION
• ORL dataset. The ORL dataset consists of 40 subjects
and 10 different images for each subject with totally
400 images. The images are grayscale and have been
normalized to 32 × 32 pixels. The first view is the raw
pixel values, i.e., X1

∈ R1024×400
+ , and the second view

is the local binary pattern, i.e., X2
∈ R59×400
+ .

• Handwritten digit dataset (UCI): This handwritten
digits (0-9) data is from the UCI repository, which con-
sists of 2000 samples of 10 different object classes, with
view-1 being the 76 Fourier coefficients of the character
shapes, view-2 being the 240 pixel averages in 2 × 3
windows.

• XMedia dataset [48]: This dataset consists of 5,000
texts, 5,000 images, 500 videos, 1,000 audio clips and
500 3D models. The dataset is evenly split into 20 cate-
gories, which are insect, bird, wind, dog, tiger, explo-
sion, elephant, flute, airplane, drum, train, laughter,
wolf, thunder, horse, autobike, gun, stream, piano and
violin.We use text as the view 1 and image as the view 2.
All the features are obtained from the author provided
from their website1.

• Wikipedia dataset [49]: This dataset is a document cor-
pus with paired texts and images. It collected 2700 arti-
cles since 2009. Each featured article is categorized
into one of 29 categories, which were assigned to both
the text and image components of each article. The
10 most populated categories are considered because

1http://www.icst.pku.edu.cn/mipl/
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TABLE 1. Summary of the wikipedia dataset.

TABLE 2. Parameters setting.

some of the categories are very scarce. By removing the
sections without any image, the final corpus contains a
total of 2866 documents. These text-image pairs anno-
tated with a label from the vocabulary of 10 semantic
classes. A random split was used to produce a training
set of 2173 documents, and a test set of 693 documents,
as summarized in Table 1. We use text as the view 1 and
image as the view 2.

Evaluation: We use classification accuracy (CA) [5] to
measure the classification performance as follows:

CA =
number of correctly classified data points

number of test data points

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Some parameters are involved in the proposed algorithm,
k1 = k2 = 5, d = 10 and all the other parameters are set
empirically in our experiments as Table 2.

1) RESULTS ON ORL AND HANDWRITTEN DIGITS DATASETS
In this section, we conduct classification experiments onORL
dataset and handwritten digit dataset, respectively. On both
dataset, we randomly select 80% data for training from
each class and select the rest as testing. All the methods
are implemented 15 times independently on each dataset,
then the average performances are reported. As shown in
Figures 5 and 6, it is obvious that the performances of multi-
view NMF algorithm are much better than that of single view
NMF. Among all the multiview NMF, the DMultiNMF-1
and DMultiNMF-2 are better than that of the other multi-
view NMF methods. The classification accuracy of the pro-
posed method on two datasets is more than 91% and 95%,
respectively. This is mainly due to supervised information is
utilized in those two methods. Compared to DMultiNMF-1,
the DMultiNMF-2 is slightly better, which demonstrates the
discriminative locality alignment is effective.

FIGURE 5. Classification results of different algorithms on ORL dataset.

FIGURE 6. Classification results of different algorithms on handwritten
digits dataset.

2) RESULTS ON XMEDIA AND WIKIPEDIA DATASETS
In this subsection, we consider two datasets: XMedia dataset,
wikipedia dataset. For the XMedia dataset, we randomly
select 80% data for training from each class and select the
rest as testing. All the methods are implemented 15 times
independently on each dataset, then the average performances
are reported. The average classification results are shown
in Table 3. It is clear that the proposedmethod gets better clas-
sification results compared to other NMF-based algorithms
on those two datasets.

3) THE INFLUENCE OF PARAMETERS
We conduct experiments onORL and handwritten digit (UCI)
datasets to discuss the influence of parameter d . As shown
in Figure 7, when the dimension d is less than 70, the clas-
sification performance of the proposed method keep stable
and it can reach 95%. However, the classification accuracy
fall downs when the dimension d is more than 70. In a word,
the proposed method is stable in a large range between 10 and
70 for the dimension d . Furthermore, we show the confusion
matrix on the handwritten digit (UCI) dataset in the Figure 8,
where the value of d is 30. As we all know that the bigger
value of d will increase the calculation cost. Therefore, we set
d to 10 in the experiments.
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TABLE 3. Classification results on XMedia and Wikipedia datasets.

FIGURE 7. Classification results with different d on ORL and handwritten
digit (UCI) dataset.

FIGURE 8. The confusion matrix obtained on handwritten digit (UCI)
dataset.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a discriminative multiview non-
negative matrix factorization approach for classification. The
locality discriminant information in each view and sample
label information are considered simultaneously. The mul-
tiplicative update rules are developed and the complexity
analysis of the algorithm is also given. The experimental
results demonstrate the multiview methods are much better
than the traditional single view NMF method. Among all the
multiview NMF methods, the experimental results show that
exploring locality discriminant information and supervised
information can improve the performances. The disadvantage
of this method is selection of hyper parameters. In the future,
we will study it deeply and consider the semi-supervision
situation.
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